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Abstract
A memory consistency model (or simply a memory model) specifies the granularity and the order in which memory accesses by one thread become visible to other threads in the program. We previously proposed the volatile-by-default (VBD) memory model as a natural form of sequential consistency (SC) for Java. VBD is significantly stronger than the Java memory model (JMM) and incurs relatively modest overheads in a modified HotSpot JVM running on Intel x86 hardware. However, the x86 memory model is already quite close to SC. It is expected that the cost of VBD will be much higher on the other widely used hardware platform today, namely ARM, whose memory model is very weak.

In this paper, we quantify this expectation by building and evaluating a baseline volatile-by-default JVM for ARM called VBDA-HotSpot, using the same technique previously used for x86. Through this baseline we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive study of the cost of providing language-level SC for a production compiler on ARM. VBDA-HotSpot indeed incurs a considerable performance penalty on ARM, with average overheads on the DaCapo benchmarks on two ARM servers of 57% and 73% respectively.

Motivated by these experimental results, we then present a novel speculative technique to optimize language-level SC. While several prior works have shown how to optimize SC in the context of an offline, whole-program compiler, to our knowledge this is the first optimization approach that is compatible with modern implementation technology, including dynamic class loading and just-in-time (JIT) compilation. The basic idea is to modify the JIT compiler to treat each object as thread-local initially, so accesses to its fields can be compiled without fences. If an object is ever accessed by a second thread, any speculatively compiled code for the object is removed, and future JITed code for the object will include the necessary fences in order to ensure SC. We demonstrate that this technique is effective, reducing the overhead of enforcing VBD by one-third on average, and additional experiments validate the thread-locality hypothesis that underlies the approach.
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1 Introduction
A memory consistency model (or simply a memory model) specifies the granularity and the order in which memory accesses by one thread become visible to other threads in the program. We recently proposed a strong memory model for Java called volatile-by-default [20]. In this semantics, all variables are treated as if they were declared volatile, thereby providing sequential consistency (SC) at the level of Java bytecode. Specifically, all programs are guaranteed to obey the per-thread program order, and accesses to individual memory locations (including doubles and longs) are always atomic. In contrast, the Java memory model (JMM) [22] only provides these guarantees for programs that are data-race-free, and it has a weak and complex semantics for programs that contain data races.

The cost of the strong volatile-by-default semantics is a loss of performance versus the JMM — the compiler must restrict its optimizations to avoid reordering accesses to shared memory, and it must also insert fence instructions in the generated code to prevent the hardware from performing such reorderings. This cost is relatively modest for a modified
version of Oracle’s HotSpot JVM running on Intel x86 hardware [20], but the x86 memory model is already quite close to SC. In particular, volatile reads do not require any hardware fences in x86. As reads tend to far outnumber writes in programs, it is reasonable to expect the overhead of the volatile-by-default semantics to be much higher on weaker memory models such as ARM and PowerPC, which require fences for both volatile reads and writes.

In this paper, we quantify this expectation by building and evaluating a baseline volatile-by-default JVM for ARM using the same implementation technique as previously used for x86 [20]. This new JVM, which we call VBDA-HotSpot, is a modification of the ARM port of the HotSpot JVM from OpenJDK8u. Through this baseline we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive study of the cost of providing language-level SC for a production compiler on ARM. Motivated by these experimental results, we then present a novel speculative technique to optimize language-level SC and demonstrate its effectiveness in reducing the overhead of VBDA-HotSpot. While several prior works have shown how to optimize SC in the context of an offline, whole-program compiler [17, 35, 38], to our knowledge this is the first optimization approach that is compatible with modern implementation technology, including dynamic class loading and just-in-time (JIT) compilation. The implementations of VBDA-HotSpot and the optimized version, called S-VBD, are available on our GitHub repository: https://github.com/Lun-Liu/schotspot-aarch64.

**Baseline Overhead.** Experiments on our baseline implementation, VBDA-HotSpot, show that the volatile-by-default semantics incurs a considerable performance penalty on ARM, as expected. However, we observe that the performance overhead crucially depends on the specific fences used to implement the volatile semantics. With the default fences that HotSpot employs to implement volatile loads and stores on ARM, VBDA-HotSpot incurs average and maximum overheads of 195% and 429% (!) on the DaCapo benchmarks [7] for a modern 8-core ARM server. But employing an alternative choice of ARM fences reduces the average and maximum overheads on that machine respectively to 73% and 129%. We also find similar results on a 96-core ARM server, with VBDA-HotSpot incurring an average and maximum overhead of 57% and 157% with the alternative fences.

**Speculative Compilation.** The overheads above motivate the need to develop techniques to optimize language-level SC. Prior work in this area has leveraged heavyweight, whole-program analyses to eliminate fences, such as delay-set analysis [35] and object escape analysis [17, 38]. While that work shows that such optimizations can provide low overheads for language-level SC, they are not compatible with modern virtual-machine technology, where classes are loaded dynamically and code is optimized and compiled during execution. Indeed, the HotSpot JVM already includes an escape analysis, and VBDA-HotSpot does not insert fences for field accesses of non-escaping objects, but the constraints of the JVM require this analysis to be fast and intraprocedural, thereby limiting its effectiveness.

We propose a new optimization technique that, to the best of our knowledge, is the first optimization for language-level SC that is compatible with modern language features such as JIT compilation and dynamic class loading. Like other JIT-based optimizations, it is speculative. The basic idea is to modify the JIT compiler to treat each object as safe initially, meaning that accesses to its fields can be compiled without fences. If an object ever becomes unsafe during execution, any speculatively compiled code for the object is removed, and future JITed code for the object will include the necessary fences in order to ensure SC.

It is challenging to turn this high-level idea into an effective optimization. First, dynamic concurrency analyses for Java are very expensive, so a direct application of these analyses to track whether an object is safe would defeat the purpose. For example, dynamic data-race detection would provide the most precise notion of safe, but such analyses for Java have average overheads of 8x or more [40].

Instead our approach treats an object as safe if it is thread-local, i.e. accessed only by the thread that created it. While this approach unnecessarily inserts fences on objects that are shared but data-race-free, we hypothesize that many objects are thread-local, thereby allowing us to remove a large percentage of fences. Our experimental evaluation shows that this hypothesis is well founded. Further, we leverage this approximate notion of safe to optimize its enforcement, and in particular we develop an intraprocedural analysis to remove many per-access thread-locality checks that are provably redundant.

Second, our technique must properly account for memory accesses that come from interpreted code as well as those from JITed native code. We have chosen to always insert fence instructions for memory accesses in interpreted code. This approach trades some performance for implementation simplicity, but since “hot” code will eventually get compiled we expect the performance loss to be minimal. The memory accesses from interpreted code must still be checked for violations of thread locality in order to ensure correctness of the JITed code.

Third, our approach must handle the case when some instances of a class are thread-local and others are not. To avoid having multiple compiled versions of a method, which would cause code bloat and violate the existing constraints of the HotSpot JVM, we choose a design where there is exactly one compiled version per method. That is, as soon as any instance of a class violates thread locality, all instances of
the class will use the version of compiled code containing
fences.

Finally, once a violation of thread locality is detected for
some object, we require a low-complexity way to switch
from the fence-less to fence-ful versions of that object’s
code. We demonstrate that the HotSpot JVM’s deoptimization
capabilities can be adapted for this purpose. Specifically,
we use HotSpot’s dependency tracking mechanism to record
the compiled methods that may access objects of a given
class C. The first time that some instance of C is found to
violate thread locality, VBDA-HotSpot invokes HotSpot’s
deoptimization facility to safely pause all threads and remove
the compiled versions of all methods that depend on C before
resuming execution. If JIT compilation is later triggered on
any of these methods, the fence-ful version will be used. This
approach dramatically simplifies our implementation and
allows us to gain confidence in its correctness.

In addition to speculative compilation, we have devised an
orthogonal optimization that reduces the number of fences
required to enforce the volatile-by-default semantics for
ARM. We observe that some of the barriers inserted for
volatile in Java are only there to prevent reorderings with
regular, non-volatile accesses. Hence in the volatile-by-
default setting, where all accesses are treated as volatile,
it is safe to eliminate some of these barriers, which in turn
eliminates some fence instructions in the generated code.

Our modified version of VBDA-HotSpot that employs the
speculative approach and the fence optimization is called
S-VBD. On the DaCapo benchmarks, S-VBD reduces the
overhead of enforcing the volatile-by-default semantics by
roughly 1/3, bringing the average overhead from 73% to
51% and from 57% to 37% on our two servers respectively.
Further, the maximum overhead over the baseline HotSpot
JVM reduces even more, from 129% to 78% and from 157% to
73% on the two machines. Finally, by isolating the portion of
S-VBD’s overhead due to the speculative checks, we are able
to validate the thread-locality hypothesis that underlies our
speculative technique.

In summary, this paper provides the first empirical mea-
surement of the cost of language-level SC for ARM in a pro-
duction Java compiler. We also describe the first optimization
approach for language-level SC that works within the con-
straints of the Java language and modern JVM technology,
and we demonstrate that it provides significant performance
improvements. Longer-term, the goal of this line of research
is to make the performance of strong language-level memory
models like volatile-by-default competitive even on weak
hardware.

2 A Volatile-by-Default JVM for ARM

This section presents and evaluates a baseline implementa-
tion of the volatile-by-default semantics for ARM, which we
call VBDA-HotSpot. We employ the same implementation
technique previously used to create VBD-HotSpot, a volatile-
by-default version of the HotSpot JVM for x86 [20]. The basic
idea is to treat all heap accesses in both the interpreter and
compiled code as if they were declared volatile. To our
knowledge this is the first comprehensive study of the cost
of language-level SC, for any language, on ARM.

2.1 Implementation

VBD-HotSpot [20] is a modification to the HotSpot JVM, ver-
sion 8u, to provide the volatile-by-default semantics on Intel
x86 hardware. That JVM does not have an ARM backend.
However, Oracle’s OpenJDK includes another project that is
a port of the HotSpot JVM to support the Linux/Aarch64 plat-
form (the 64-bit mode of the ARMv8 Architecture). Therefore,
to create VBDA-HotSpot we ported the platform-independent
portions of VBD-HotSpot to version 8u of that JVM2 and
then augmented it with the ARM-specific implementation of
the volatile-by-default semantics. This involves modifying
the JVM’s interpreter and JIT compiler, which we discuss in
turn.

Interpreter. The HotSpot JVM uses a template-based inter-
preter for performance reasons. In this style a TemplateTable
maps each bytecode instruction to a template, which is a set
of assembly instructions. Hence the interpreter is platform-
specific, requiring us to develop a new volatile-by-default
version for ARM.

We manually inspected the template instructions in the
ARM interpreter for the bytecodes that read from or write
to memory, such as getfield and putfield. The template
code for each bytecode checks the volatile attribute of the
given field and adds the necessary fences if the attribute is
set. In VBDA-HotSpot we have modified this template code
to unconditionally add the necessary fences, thereby treating
all memory reads and writes as volatile. Interestingly, the
template code for getfield already unconditionally adds the
necessary fences without checking the volatile attribute
of the field, so it did not require any modification.

As in VBD-HotSpot [20] we also treat accesses to array
elements as volatile by inserting the appropriate fences
in the template code for the corresponding bytecodes, such as
aload and astore. Array accesses are the primary rea-
son that VBDA-HotSpot requires modifying the JVM and
cannot be implemented as a source-to-source or bytecode-
to-bytecode transformation, as there is no way in the Java
language or bytecode to declare array elements as volatile.

To implement the semantics of volatile on ARM, the
interpreter must insert a load-load and load-store barrier
after a volatile load, providing acquire semantics for the
load; a store-store barrier and a load-store barrier before a
volatile write, providing release semantics for the write;
and a store-load barrier after a volatile write. The inter-
preter uses ARM’s dmb (data memory barrier) instruction for

2http://hg.openjdk.net/aarch64-port/jdk8u
this purpose. In particular, it needs a dmb ishld instruction to enforce acquire semantics after a load, dmb ish to enforce release semantics before a store, and dmb ish to enforce store-load dependencies after a store.

However, the baseline HotSpot JVM has a bug of inserting an overly weak barrier before volatile writes in the interpreter. Specifically it inserts a dmb ishs instruction, which performs a store-store barrier but not also a load-store barrier; obtaining both barriers instead requires a dmb ish instruction. We have fixed this bug and use the fixed version of the baseline HotSpot JVM in all of our experiments. Interestingly, the use of dmb ishs before writes suffices for VBDA-HotSpot, because the preceding memory operation must end in a dmb ish (for stores) or a dmb ishld (for loads), both of which act as load-store barriers.

Server Compiler. VBDA-HotSpot provides a volatile-by-default version of HotSpot’s server compiler, which performs aggressive optimizations. In VBD-HotSpot all memory-access nodes in the HotSpot compiler’s intermediate representation (IR), called the ideal graph, are treated as volatile by unconditionally including appropriate memory-barrier nodes before and after them. This has the effect of restricting downstream compiler optimizations and causing the necessary hardware fences to be inserted during code generation. VBD-HotSpot adds memory-barrier nodes to all memory accesses, including accesses to array elements. Because the modifications to the compiler were made in HotSpot’s IR, they are platform-independent. Therefore, we simply ported those modifications to the version of HotSpot that supports ARM.

By default, HotSpot performs an optimization to identify volatile loads and stores in the ideal graph and implement them with aarch64’s ldar and stlr instructions, in order to respectively obtain acquire semantics for a load and release semantics for a store with a single instruction. These one-way fence instructions were introduced in ARMv8 in part in order to support volatile accesses more efficiently [4]. If the backend cannot identify that a memory-barrier node is part of a volatile read or write, it employs the regular two-way fence instruction (dmb) for that node as described above for the interpreter. The HotSpot JVM also includes a flag -XX:+UseBarriersForVolatile to turn off the optimization and force the compiler to always use dmb instructions to implement memory barriers. VBDA-HotSpot’s implementation is independent of the backend and so we can employ and evaluate both approaches.

Intrinsics. The HotSpot interpreter and compiler rely on many intrinsics, which are custom implementations for common library routines such as arithmetic and string operations. We manually examined all of the intrinsics for ARM and inserted the necessary fences around memory accesses to ensure the volatile-by-default semantics.

Correctness. VBDA-HotSpot includes a suite of litmus tests, such as a version of Peterson’s lock, that sometimes exhibit non-SC behavior under the unmodified HotSpot JVM. We added several more litmus tests to this suite that can expose ARM’s weaker behaviors [31]. In total we have 14 litmus tests, and for each test we have a version using objects and a version using arrays. These tests are also available on our GitHub repository: https://github.com/Lun-Liu-schotspot-aarch64/tree/master/litmustests. We use this suite to gain confidence in our implementation by ensuring that the non-SC behaviors never occur under VBDA-HotSpot. These litmus tests are also used to gain confidence in the S-VBD implementation described in Section 3.

2.2 Performance Evaluation

We compared the performance of VBDA-HotSpot to that of the baseline JVM on several benchmark suites. We ran experiments on two multicore 64-bit ARM servers: machine A has 8 Cortex A57 cores, 16G memory, and is running openSUSE Tumbleweed; machine B has 2 Cavium ThunderX CN8890 CPU (96 cores in total), 128G memory, running Ubuntu 16.04.

2.2.1 DaCapo Benchmarks

The DaCapo benchmark suites are a widely used set of Java applications to evaluate Java performance [7]. We use the latest maintenance release (9.12-MR1) of the DaCapo benchmarks from January 2018. Among all tests, we remove batik which fails on the baseline aarch64 port of OpenJDK 8u (even without any of our modifications), tradesoap which fails periodically, apparently due to an incompatibility with the -XX:-TieredCompilation flag that VBDA-HotSpot requires (as discussed below)4, and tomcat due to a problem unrelated to DaCapo5. We also replace lusearch with the new lusearch-fix benchmark that includes a bug fix, as recommended by the authors of the DaCapo benchmarks in their latest release.

We used the default workload and thread numbers for each benchmark. We employed an existing methodology for Java performance evaluation [13]. In each JVM invocation we ran a benchmark for 15 warm-up iterations and then calculated the average running time of the next five iterations. We ran five invocations of each benchmark using this process and calculated the average of these per-invocation averages. Finally we calculated the relative execution time of each benchmark using the average of the averages and then calculated the geometric mean of the relative execution times over all benchmarks.

---

3https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8067708
4https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8155588
5https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8155588
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Figures 1 and 2 show the execution time in ms for the baseline JVM and VBDA-HotSpot on machine A. The error bars show 95% confidence intervals. We use the flag `-XX:–TieredCompilation` in all versions in order to turn off tiered compilation, which employs multiple compilers, since we have only modified the server compiler to respect the volatile-by-default semantics. We have verified that for the baseline HotSpot JVM, there is very little performance difference with and without tiered compilation on the DaCapo benchmarks.

The figures show that for the baseline JVM, the performance with or without the `-XX:+UseBarriersForVolatile` flag is almost the same (1% difference). However, VBDA-HotSpot is much faster with the flag than without it, even though the new one-way fences are intended to improve the performance of volatile accesses. On further investigation, we identified two causes for this counter-intuitive behavior. First, we ran some microbenchmarks and were not able to identify any performance improvement of the acquire-release operations over the use of memory barriers.

So it appears that the ARM hardware that we use is still not exploiting the release-acquire semantics of the one-way fence instructions in their implementation.

Second, HotSpot’s support for these instructions does not seem to be mature. For instance, these new instructions do not (yet) support offset-based addressing, so the compiler often requires an additional register to use these instructions. As has been reported by others, this adversely interacts with the current register-allocation heuristics of HotSpot. Fixing those heuristics as suggested in the bug report makes a dramatic difference, as shown in Figure 3, reducing the average overhead of VBDA-HotSpot versus the baseline HotSpot JVM from 195% to 109%. However, the version with two-way fences is still significantly faster, with an average overhead of 73%. Therefore, in the rest of the paper we report numbers with the `-XX:+UseBarriersForVolatile` flag for VBDA-HotSpot.

The first series in Figures 4 and 5 respectively shows the relative execution time of VBDA-HotSpot over the baseline HotSpot JVM on machine A and machine B (for machine A these are the same numbers as shown in the last series in Figure 3). The geometric mean of the relative execution time shows an average overhead of 73% for DaCapo benchmarks, with a maximum overhead of 129% for `luindex` on machine A, and an average overhead of 57% with a maximum overhead of 157% for machine B.

To better understand the overhead of VBDA-HotSpot, we also implemented an “x86-like” version of VBDA-HotSpot that inserts the store-load barriers after each store but removes all other barriers in the interpreter, in the intrinsics implementations, and in the ideal graph for the compiler. The second series in Figures 4 and 5 respectively shows the

---

6https://bugs.openjdk.java.net/browse/JDK-8183543
relative execution time of this x86-like VBDA-HotSpot over the baseline JVM on machine A and machine B.

The x86-like VBDA-HotSpot results in average and maximum overheads of 35% and 78% for DaCapo on machine A, and average and maximum overheads of 46% and 132% for machine B. In other words, the additional fences on reads required by VBDA-HotSpot only double the overhead versus the x86-like version, despite the fact that reads dominate writes in typical programs. The x86-like implementation must insert a full fence, dmb, after a volatile write to implement the store-load barrier, so it seems that additional fences do not incrementally add much overhead.

2.3 Scalability Experiments

We also performed experiments on both machine A and machine B to understand how the overhead of VBDA-HotSpot changes with the number of threads/cores available, as an indication of how the cost of volatile-by-default may change as processors introduce more cores. Since committing a memory operation involves inter-core communication (e.g., coherence messages) and fences require a core to stall until all prior operations have committed, one may expect the overhead of the volatile-by-default approach to increase with the number of cores. We previously showed that in fact the relative overhead of volatile-by-default decreases or stays the same as the number of cores increases on x86 [20], apparently because of the additional cost of regular loads and stores, but we were interested to investigate whether the same would hold true on the weaker ARM platform.

Machine A has 4 sockets, each with 2 cores. Machine B has 2 sockets, each with 48 cores. For these experiments we used the -t option in DaCapo to set the number of external threads for each test and Linux’s taskset command to pin execution to certain cores. We choose the benchmarks in DaCapo which exhibit external concurrency, namely h2, lusearch-fix, sunflow, xalan.
Experiments on both machines show a similar trend as in the prior x86 work: as the number of driver threads/cores increases, the relative overhead of VBDA-HotSpot stays the same or decreases modestly. The results of our experiment on machine B are shown in Figure 6; the results for machine A are similar. The figure shows how the relative execution time of VBDA-HotSpot changes with different numbers of external threads. Interestingly, VBDA-HotSpot is faster than the baseline HotSpot JVM for the xalan benchmark at 36 and 48 cores. Plotting the absolute execution times, as shown in Figure 7, we see that the baseline JVM stops scaling after 24 threads while VBDA-HotSpot stops at 48 threads.

Cross-socket memory accesses tend to be more expensive than within-socket accesses. To understand how the additional fences of VBDA-HotSpot affect this trend, we performed an experiment to measure the relative performance difference for VBDA-HotSpot when running on cores within the same socket versus on cores across sockets. We ran the DaCapo benchmarks with 2 driver threads in two different configurations: one using cores 0 and 1, which are on the same socket, and one using cores 0 and 2, which are on different sockets. Figure 8 shows the relative execution times for each configuration on VBDA-HotSpot versus that same configuration executed on the baseline JVM. From the results we can see that the relative overhead of VBDA-HotSpot in the multiple-sockets configuration is the same or slightly lower than that in the single-socket configuration. These results are again consistent with the earlier experiments on x86 [20].

2.4 Spark Benchmarks

Finally, we tested VBDA-HotSpot’s performance on big data and machine learning benchmarks for Apache Spark [41]. As in prior work [20] we use the spark-tests and mllib-tests benchmarks from the spark-perf repository\(^7\) provided by Databricks.

We ran Spark in standalone mode on a single machine, which reduces the latency of network communication versus running Spark on a cluster. Therefore, this experiment shows the worst-case cost. The executor memory is set to 4GB and the driver memory is set to 1GB. We also use a scale factor of 0.005 for workloads to adapt for single-machine execution. The spark-perf framework runs each benchmark multiple times and calculates the median execution time. We ran the spark-perf framework for 5 invocations and calculated the average of the median execution times of each test.

Figure 9 summarizes the results in a histogram. For example, the second gray bar from the left indicates that on Machine A there are 5 benchmarks that incur a relative execution time between 1.00 (exclusive) and 1.25 (inclusive). We omitted four benchmarks that failed on the original JVM (als, kmeans, gmm, and pic). The geometric mean of VBDA-HotSpot’s relative execution time on Machine A and Machine B is 2.03 and 1.85 respectively, representing a 103% and 85% overhead over the baseline HotSpot JVM. These results are consistent with those found for VBD-HotSpot in the prior work[20].\(^8\) We suspect that the high overhead for Spark tests versus the DaCapo benchmarks is due to the many array reads and writes that are necessary to implement Spark’s key data structure, the resilient distributed dataset (RDD) [41]. Indeed, on a version of VBDA-HotSpot that (unsoundly) omits fences for array-element accesses, the average overhead of the Spark benchmarks on Machine A is reduced from 103% to 46%.

\(^7\)The original repository is at https://github.com/databricks/spark-perf. We used an updated version that is compatible with Apache Spark 2.0 at https://github.com/a-roberts/spark-perf.

\(^8\)See the appendix in the updated version of the paper at http://web.cs.ucla.edu/~todd/research/oopsla17.pdf.
3 Speculative Compilation

As shown in the previous section, the baseline implementation of the volatile-by-default semantics for Java incurs considerable overhead on a weak platform like ARM. Therefore, we have designed and implemented an alternative approach to enforcing the volatile-by-default semantics in the JVM, which we call speculative compilation. The basic idea is to modify the JIT compiler to treat each object as safe initially, meaning that accesses to its fields can be compiled without fences. If an object ever becomes unsafe during execution, any speculatively compiled code for the object is removed, and future JITed code for the object will include the necessary fences in order to ensure SC. We call the version of HotSpot that uses this approach to ensuring the volatile-by-default semantics S-VBD.

3.1 Design Overview

Several design decisions must be made to turn the above high-level idea into a concrete approach that in fact provides performance improvements.

First, the notion of safe must be instantiated. It must capture a large percentage of objects at runtime to reduce the overhead of volatile-by-default semantics, but the cost of checking safety should not mask the achieved savings. The most precise approach would be to convert an object from safe to unsafe only when a data race is detected on that object. However, dynamic data-race detection is quite expensive, so employing it would erase any performance advantage of this approach over the implementation of volatile-by-default described in the previous section.

Instead, we treat an object as safe if it is thread-local: all accesses to the object’s fields occur on the thread that created the object. This definition is motivated by the expectation that many objects will be single-threaded throughout their lifetime. These include non-escaping objects that are not allocated in the stack due to the imprecision in HotSpot’s escape analysis, and objects that are reachable from global data structures but are nevertheless logically thread-local. VBDA-HotSpot unnecessarily incurs the cost of fences for these objects.

To track this notion of safety, it suffices to record the ID of the thread that creates each object. Whenever an object’s field is accessed, we compare the recorded ID to the ID of the current thread, in order to decide whether the object can still be treated as safe or not. Once an object becomes unsafe it remains so for the rest of its lifetime, so no more checking is required.

Even though checking thread locality is much less expensive than checking for data races, the runtime overhead would be prohibitive if we do this check on every field access. However, a key property of the way we define thread locality is that many of these checks can be statically eliminated. Specifically, the check whether an object is created by the current thread is invariant throughout a method since all accesses in a method are executed by the same thread. Therefore, we can safely replace multiple per-access checks to an object with a single check at the beginning of the method. Note that this is sound even if an object becomes non-thread-local in the middle of a method — the second thread that accesses the object will force a decompilation of this method. We have implemented an intraprocedural analysis in S-VBD that performs this optimization for the receiver object this of each method.

Second, speculative compilation requires that we have both a slow and fast version of each method, respectively with and without fences inserted. The most precise approach would be to keep track of the appropriate version on a per-object basis. However, to vastly simplify our implementation we instead switch on a per-class basis. That is, as soon as any instance of class C becomes unsafe, we switch to the slow version of C’s compiled methods, and this version is used for all instances of the class. This approach ensures that only a single version of C’s compiled code is active at any given point in time, which accords with a constraint in the original HotSpot JVM.

Third, we must decide how to switch from safe to unsafe mode in a correct and low-complexity way. We observe that the HotSpot JVM already has support for deoptimization of compiled methods, which is used when an assumption about a method (e.g., that no method overrides it) is violated (e.g., when a new class is dynamically loaded). We show how to leverage this capability for our purpose. Specifically, we use HotSpot’s dependency tracking mechanism to record the speculatively compiled fast methods that may access fields of objects of a given class C. The first time that some instance of C is found to be unsafe, S-VBD invokes HotSpot’s deoptimization facility to safely pause all threads and remove the compiled versions of all methods that depend on C before resuming execution. If JIT compilation is later triggered on any of these methods, the slow versions will be used.

Finally, we have described our design for accesses to the fields of an object. Conceptually this speculative approach could also be used for accesses to static fields and array elements. However, to reduce implementation complexity we currently treat these accesses exactly as in VBDA-HotSpot. Specifically, we unconditionally insert the appropriate memory barriers for these accesses to ensure the volatile semantics. We also unconditionally insert fences for intrinsics as in VBDA-HotSpot.

3.2 Implementation

Implementing this design is non-trivial: both the JIT compiler and the interpreter must be updated to perform safety checks, and fast code must never be executed after a relevant safety check fails, even when that failure happens on another thread. This subsection describes our implementation in detail.
compile(m) {
    if(m.class.mode==fast) {
        compile fast_version(m);
        critical_section_begin;
        if(m.class.mode != fast)
            abort_compilation();
        else
            register_compiled_method();
        critical_section_end;
    } else {
        compile slow_version(m);
        register_compiled_method();
    }
}

Figure 10. Just-in-time compilation of a method.

To simplify the presentation, we first describe our implementation under the assumption that all field accesses are of the form this.f. If that is the case, then it suffices to replace all per-field-access checks with a single check of the this object at the beginning of each method. As mentioned above, we have implemented an intraprocedural analysis at class-load time that performs this optimization. We then describe the more general case where per-field-access checks are required in the next subsection.

To determine whether an object is safe, we add another word in each object header which contains the ID of the thread that created the object. Therefore the safety check simply compares this value to the ID of the current thread. We also must remember whether a class is using the fast or slow versions of its methods; we add a flag to HotSpot’s VM-level representation of each class for this purpose.

Figure 10 shows what happens when a method gets “hot” enough and is chosen to be compiled. We check whether the method’s class is in fast or slow mode and compile the corresponding version of the method. After compilation of the fast version we check the class’s mode again. If the class’s mode has changed, it means that some object of the class has been found to be unsafe on another thread in the meanwhile, so we abort the compilation. Otherwise we register the compiled method for subsequent execution. (If there are inline methods we also need to re-check their classes’ modes before registering the compiled method.) The process of checking the mode again and registering the compiled method is atomic so there is no potential for time-of-check time-of-use errors.

Figure 11 provides pseudocode for the two versions of each compiled method. The slow version is simply the method with all fences added, as in the baseline volatile-by-default approach. The fast version first performs the safety check. If the method’s receiver object is still safe, then its method body is executed, without requiring any added fences. Otherwise, all compiled methods of this’s class must be invalidated to be recompiled in their slow versions.

The switch_to_slow pseudocode in the figure illustrates the latter process. We first change the mode of the given class C to slow. The deoptimize_to_slow function (definition not shown) then leverages the HotSpot JVM’s existing mechanism for deoptimization to invalidate all compiled methods that depend upon C, which includes the methods of C and its superclasses, as well as any methods in which one of these methods is inlined. This function also changes the mode of all of C’s superclasses to slow. The deoptimize_to_slow function is implemented as a “VM operation” in the HotSpot JVM, which causes all other threads to be stopped before its execution so that it can safely invalidate compiled methods. Also, we make the switch_to_slow function shown in Figure 11 atomic to prevent multiple threads from deoptimizing the same methods and to prevent the compile function in Figure 10 from concurrently registering any fast methods for class C.

Figure 11. The slow and fast versions of a method.

Figure 12. The interpreted version of a method.
Finally, we describe modifications to the HotSpot interpreter. As in VBD-A-HotSpot, the interpreter always includes the additional fences necessary to ensure the volatile-by-default semantics. However, we additionally must perform the check at the beginning of each method that the receiver object is safe, and if not then all compiled methods that depend on the object’s class must be deoptimized. Pseudocode is shown in Figure 12.

### 3.3 Implementing Per-Access Checks

The above description assumed that all field accesses are of the form `this.f`, but Java allows field accesses to arbitrary objects (e.g., for fields that are declared `public`). For objects other than `this` S-VBD performs safety checks on a per-field-access basis. This subsection describes how such checks are implemented.

As mentioned earlier, at class-load time an intraprocedural analysis identifies field accesses whose receiver object is definitely `this`, so we can avoid checks on these accesses. The analysis also rewrites all other `getfield` bytecodes in the method to a new `check_getfield` bytecode that we have defined in S-VBD, and similarly for all other putfields in the method. Later, whenever a `check_getfield` bytecode is encountered during interpretation or compilation, we simply treat it as if it were an inlined call to a `getter` method on the receiver object. That is, we follow exactly the scheme shown in the previous subsection, except that the various checks are inline into the method containing the `check_getfield` bytecode. Similarly, a `check_putfield` bytecode is treated as an inlined call to a `setter` method.

Making this approach work requires one addition to the scheme shown earlier. If a field of class `D` is accessed by method `m` of class `C`, then we must make sure to deoptimize `C.m` whenever class `D` is deoptimized. Otherwise, the compiled version of `C.m` will still be using the `fast` version of the field access even after `D` has been switched to `slow` mode. To do this we record a dependency of the method `C.m` on class `D` whenever we encounter such a field access, extending the dependency-tracking mechanism that HotSpot uses for deoptimization as described earlier.

### 3.4 Optimizing Fence Insertion

In addition to speculative compilation, we implemented an orthogonal optimization that reduces the number of fences required to enforce the volatile-by-default semantics for ARM. The first two rows of Table 1 show the memory barriers required before and/or after a `volatile` memory access in Java, as described in the JMM Cookbook [16], and the corresponding ARM instructions used to achieve those barriers in HotSpot. For example, a `volatile` load requires a `Load-Load` and `LoadStore` barrier after it, which is implemented by a `dmb ish ld` instruction in ARM.

The baseline implementation of VBDA-HotSpot, which uses the approach of Liu et al. [20], simply inherits this implementation for `volatile` stores from HotSpot. However, as we observe that some of the barriers are only there to prevent reorderings between `volatile` and `non-volatile` accesses. Hence in the volatile-by-default setting, where all accesses are treated as `volatile`, it is safe to eliminate some of these barriers, which in turn eliminates some unnecessary fence instructions in the generated code.

The last two rows in Table 1 show our optimized approach. The implementation of VBD loads is the same as that for `volatile` loads in Java. However, a VBD store does not require a preceding `LoadStore` fence, due to the `LoadStore` fence after each VBD load. Further, instead of the `StoreStore` fence that precedes a `volatile` store, it is equivalent in VBD to move this fence `after` each store, since there are no `non-volatile` stores. The result is that we have eliminated the need for any memory barriers before a VBD store. Further, while we have added a `StoreStore` barrier after a VBD store, the corresponding implementation of the required barriers in ARM remains the same, namely the use of a full fence `dmb ish`.

We implemented this optimized strategy, which we call VBD-Opt, in S-VBD. For the interpreter, we changed the barriers inserted as described above. For the server compiler, for simplicity of implementation we keep the original VBD design at the IR level, so compiler optimizations must respect all of the original memory barriers. However, during the code generation phase, we eliminate the `dmb ish` instruction before each store.

### 3.5 Performance Evaluation

#### 3.5.1 DaCapo Benchmarks

We measured the peak performance of S-VBD for the DaCapo benchmarks using the same methodology as in the previous section. The fourth series in Figures 13 and 14 shows the overhead of our approach over the baseline HotSpot JVM on machine A and machine B. The geomean overhead of the S-VBD approach is respectively 51% and 37% for the two machines, which is a significant improvement over the geomean overheads of the original VBDA-HotSpot (the first series in the figures) at 73% and 57%. Also, the maximum overhead across all benchmarks respectively reduces from 129% to 78% and from 157% to 73%.

Figures 13 and 14 also isolate the effect of each of our optimizations: the second series shows the relative performance when using just speculative compilation, and the third series shows the relative performance when using just the VBD-Opt fence optimization. On its own each optimization provides a considerable performance improvement, but speculative compilation clearly is the more effective optimization. As the fourth series shows, together they are even...
Table 1. The implementation for volatile accesses on ARM in HotSpot (first two rows). An optimized implementation for memory accesses on ARM in S-VBD (last two rows).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Barriers Needed Before</th>
<th>Barriers Needed After</th>
<th>Aarch64 Instruction Sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>volatile load</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>LoadLoad and LoadStore</td>
<td>ldr dmb ish ld ; wait for load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volatile store</td>
<td>LoadStore and StoreStore</td>
<td>StoreLoad</td>
<td>dmb ish ; full fence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBD Load</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>LoadLoad and LoadStore</td>
<td>ldr dmb ish ld ; wait for load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBD Store</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>StoreLoad and StoreStore</td>
<td>str dmb ish ; full fence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13. Relative execution time of VBDA + speculative compilation, VBDA + VBD-Opt, S-VBD over the baseline JVM compared to VBDA-HotSpot on machine A, y-axis in logarithmic scale.

Figure 14. Relative execution time of VBDA + speculative compilation, VBDA + VBD-Opt, S-VBD over the baseline JVM compared to VBDA-HotSpot on machine B, y-axis in logarithmic scale.

more beneficial in terms of reducing the overhead of the volatile-by-default semantics.

Finally, speculative compilation’s use of deoptimization is likely to impair startup performance. We measured the startup performance of both VBDA-HotSpot and S-VBD using the methodology described by Georges et al. [13]. We run n invocations of each benchmark, each time measuring the execution time of one iteration, until either the confidence interval for the sampled times is less than 2% of the
average execution time or until $n$ is 30. We discard the first JVM invocation of each benchmark because it might change some system state such as dynamically loaded libraries or the data cache. Finally, we report the average execution time and confidence interval for each benchmark and calculate the relative execution time of each benchmark using these averages.

The relative startup performance of VBDA-HotSpot and S-VBD compared to the baseline HotSpot JVM is shown in Figure 15. The confidence interval of each benchmark is less than 5% of the average execution time after 30 invocations. As expected, the use of deoptimization causes S-VBD to have a significantly higher impact on startup performance than VBDA-HotSpot.

### 3.5.2 CheckOnly Overhead

To further understand the overheads of S-VBD, we implemented a check-only version, which performs all of the safety and mode checks as described above but never deoptimizes any methods. Note that this check-only version also keeps all barriers for array accesses and intrinsics. Figure 16 shows the relative execution time of this version versus the baseline HotSpot JVM on machine A and machine B. The experiment shows that the cost of the checks required by the speculative approach is considerable, on its own incurring well over half of the overhead incurred by S-VBD. These results also validate the thread-local hypothesis that underlies our speculative compilation technique. Specifically, the large overhead of the checks implies that the overhead due to fences on field accesses is relatively modest, meaning that the thread-locality hypothesis is effective at removing many fences.

### 3.5.3 Spark Benchmarks

We also measured the peak performance of S-VBD for the spark-perf benchmarks using the same methodology as in the previous section. Figure 17 summarizes the results of spark-tests and mllib-tests in a histogram. The geometric mean of S-VBD’s relative execution time on Machine A and Machine B is 2.01 and 1.86 respectively, representing a 101% and 86% overhead over the baseline HotSpot JVM. Comparing these results to the ones for VBDA-HotSpot from Figure 9 we see that our speculative compilation strategy provides little speedup for these benchmarks. We suspect this is due to the fact mentioned earlier that these benchmarks have many array accesses. Since S-VBD does not speculate on array accesses it incurs the same cost as VBD-HotSpot for these accesses.

## 4 Related Work

### Language-Level Sequential Consistency

In earlier work we proposed the volatile-by-default semantics for achieving SC for Java and evaluated it on Intel x86 hardware [20]. The current work is, to the best of our knowledge, the first comprehensive study of the cost of providing SC for any language on ARM, which is a much weaker memory model than x86. We also propose a novel, speculative approach to implementing volatile-by-default as well as an optimized choice of fences for the volatile-by-default semantics. We show that these optimizations are effective in reducing the overhead of SC on weak hardware.

Vollmer et al. [39] implement the SC semantics for the Haskell programming language and demonstrate negligible overheads on x86. They also demonstrated low overheads for some benchmarks on ARM but did not do an extensive study due to the limited portability of Haskell libraries. The key takeaway is that a pure, functional programming language like Haskell naturally limits conflicting memory accesses among threads and so can support SC with low overhead. As such, these results do not extend to imperative languages like Java.

We evaluated the volatile-by-default semantics in a production JVM with modern features such as dynamic class loading and just-in-time compilation. In contrast, prior work has evaluated the cost of SC for Java in the context of an offline whole-program compiler, which admits more opportunities for optimization but is incompatible with modern JVMs. Shasha and Snir [35] propose a whole-program delay-set analysis for determining the barriers required to guarantee SC for a given program. Sura et al. [38] implement this technique for Java and Kamil et al. [17] do the same for a parallel variant of Java called Titanium. These works demonstrate low performance overhead for SC on both x86 and POWER. Alglave et al. [2] implemented SC for C programs similarly.

Other work has achieved language-level SC guarantees for Java [1, 9] and for C [25, 37] through a combination of compiler modifications and specialized hardware. These works show that SC can be comparable in efficiency to weak memory models with appropriate hardware support. The technique of Singh et al. [37] is similar to our speculative approach in identifying safe and unsafe memory accesses. However, they rely on specialized hardware as well as operating system support to perform the speculation, while we speculate purely at the JVM level. Finally, several works demonstrate testing techniques to identify errors in Java and C code that can cause non-SC behavior (e.g., [11, 14]).

### Language-Level Region Serializability

Other work strives to efficiently provide stronger guarantees than SC for programming languages through a form of region serializability. In this style, the code is implicitly partitioned into disjoint regions, each of which is guaranteed to execute atomically. Therefore SC is a special case of region serializability where each memory access is in its own region. Several works have explored a form of region serializability for Java [6, 33, 34, 42]. These approaches are implemented in the Jikes research virtual machine [3] and evaluated only on x86. Work on region
serializability for C has achieved good performance either through special-purpose hardware [21, 24, 36] or by requiring 2N cores to execute an application with N threads [27].

**Memory Model Safety** The notion of “safety” in the JMM disallows out-of-thin-air values [22], but it has proven difficult to ensure while also admitting desired optimizations [5]. Several recent works have defined new memory models that attempt to resolve this tension [8, 15, 18, 26, 28]. Many of these works formalize the new memory model along with compilation strategies to common hardware platforms, allowing them to prove properties such as the absence of thin-air reads. To our knowledge only the work by Ou and Demsky [26] provides an empirical evaluation; they demonstrate low overheads for C/C++ programs running on ARM hardware. Our work adopts and empirically evaluates a significantly stronger notion of safety for Java than these works [23], as it additionally preserves the program order of instructions and the atomicity of primitive types.

**Weak Memory Model Performance for Java** Demange et al. [10] define an x86-like memory model for Java. They present a performance evaluation that uses the Fiji real-time virtual machine [29] to translate Java code to C, which is then compiled with a modified version of the LLVM C compiler [25] and executed on x86 hardware. Ritson and Owens [30] modified the HotSpot compiler’s code-generation phase for both ARM and POWER to measure the cost of different instruction sequences to implement the JMM.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Any proposed language-level memory model must be efficiently implementable on ARM in order to be viable, due to ARM’s popularity and its weak memory model. In this paper we have performed the first comprehensive study of the cost of providing language-level sequential consistency for a production compiler on ARM. Our experiments show that an existing technique that provides the volatile-by-default semantics for Java on Intel x86 hardware at modest cost in fact incurs considerable overhead on ARM. Motivated by these experimental results, we then present a novel speculative
technique to optimize language-level SC and demonstrate its effectiveness in reducing the overhead of enforcing volatile-by-default. To our knowledge this is the first optimization approach for language-level SC that is compatible with modern implementation technology, including dynamic class loading and just-in-time (JIT) compilation.

Longer-term, the goal of this line of research is to make the performance of strong language-level memory models like volatile-by-default competitive even on weak hardware. Based on our results, promising avenues of future work include techniques to reduce the cost of S-VBD’s speculation checks and techniques to optimize fence insertion for array accesses.
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